
 

Pelvic Exercisers 

LELO Classic LUNA Beads  LL500  $99.90  
LUNA Beads™ are the world’s bestselling Kegel weights system. Available in two sizes – 
Classic and Mini - they ensure that every woman can find her perfect fit for the most 
effective pelvic floor workout. LUNA Beads™: Classic recommended for women over 30 
years old and/or for women who have experienced childbirth.  

LELO LUNA Beads Noir  LL505  $76.30 
LUNA Beads™ Noir are the sleek and seductive take on the World’s bestselling Ben Wa 
balls that promise irresistible pleasures during foreplay and beyond. Perfect for wearing on 
a night with your partner, the inner balls respond to movements with subtle vibrations, 
enhancing your feeling for the pleasures to come. More than just building sensations, they 
also promise an array of health benefits and the potential to have more powerful and 
regular orgasms in the future.  

LELO Luna Smart Beads  LL510  $178.50 
Meet the LUNA Smart Bead™, your very own personal pleasure trainer! With touch-sensors 
that respond to your every squeeze, the LUNA Smart Bead™ measures your orgasm-
potential and sets a routine that’s right for you. Progress through its 5 vibration-guided 
levels and you’ll be enjoying longer and stronger orgasms in no time. 

Available Options 
Deep Rose - Pink 

LELO Mini LUNA Beads  LL502  $99.90 
LUNA Beads™ are the world’s bestselling Kegel weights system. Available in two sizes – 
Classic and Mini - they ensure that every woman can find her perfect fit for the most 
effective pelvic floor workout. LUNA Beads™ Mini: Recommended for women under 30 
years old who have never experienced childbirth.   



 

HULA Remote Pleasure Beads  LL520  $269.90 
HULA Beads™ are the world’s first ever remote-controlled pleasure beads that rotate and 
vibrate at the same time. Delivering completely new sensations, insert only the rotating 
bead gently within, and let powerful vibrations be felt around the ultra-sensitive labia and up 
to the clitoris. Or take things further by wearing them discreetly inside, so the top bead 
rotates against the G-spot, while the lower bead delivers powerful vibrations through 8 
stimulation patterns, each adjustable via wireless remote.   

Available Options 
Black - Deep Rose - Ocean Blue 

Uno Smartballs Kegel Exerciser  FN301  $37.60 
FUN FACTORY gives this best selling Kegel exerciser an upgrade. Now shaped for easier 
insertion and retrieval. The vagina ball SMARTBALL UNO with just one ball is fantastic for 
beginners and for women with a prolapsed or tipped uterus to get their pelvic muscles back 
in shape in a fun and easy way.  

Available Options 
Raspberry/Black - White/Grape - White/Red 

Duo Smartballs Kegel Exerciser  FN303  $42.90 
FUN FACTORY gives this best selling Kegel exerciser an upgrade. Now shaped for easier 
insertion and retrieval. The vaginal balls SMARTBALLS DUO with two balls are perfect for 
all those who have already trained successfully with the SMARTBALL UNO. Muscles that 
are back in shape promise more sensation during sex, in other words the climax after 
training.  

Available Options 
Raspberry/Black - White/Grape - White/Baby Rose - White/Red  

Single Trainer Toyfriend Kegel  TF601  $21.40 
The Single Trainer has a larger size and lower weight for an easier 'beginner squeeze'. 
Made in silky-smooth and seamless body-safe silicone and completely solid. Anatomically 
designed, easy to clean, super-hygienic and great for the body. The Trainer Toyfriends are 
anatomically designed for easy insertion and extraction with a curved push-in surface and 
the right length of silicone string for both safe and comfortable use. One-year Tickler 
warranty.  

Available Options 
Magenta - Yellow 



 

Double Trainer Toyfriend Kegel  TF603  $30.00 
The Double has more weight in two slimmer sections for a tougher but still enjoyable pelvic 
workout. Made in silky-smooth and seamless body-safe silicone and completely solid. 
Anatomically designed, easy to clean, super-hygienic and great for the body. The Trainer 
Toyfriends are anatomically designed for easy insertion and extraction with a curved push-
in surface and the right length of silicone string for both safe and comfortable use. One-year 
Tickler warranty.  

Available Options 
Black - Blue  

KGOAL Kegel Trainer by Minna  MN215  $218.05 
A revolutionary, smart Kegel trainer. kGoal is a ground-breaking advance in pelvic floor 
fitness. It is an interactive training system (device + free smart phone app) for female pelvic 
floor exercise. Features real time, tactile biofeedback. kGoal's ability to provide real time 
feedback via touch and sight can help you make sure you're doing the 
exercises correctly.  


